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DC architecture with an MVDC collection network is advantageous for Photovoltaic (PV) farms 

in reducing the capital by almost 25% and increase the revenue. Resonant converter is one of the 

most suitable topologies to realize the low voltage to medium voltage DC-DC conversion. This 

thesis deals with the design of a Medium voltage isolated LLC resonant converter. The converter 

is going to be first one of its kind by using medium voltage (10 kV) SiC devices on the medium 

voltage side of the converter. SiC devices enable very high frequency operation of the converter 

which leads to reduction in component size thus increasing power density. The design of resonant 

tank and the transformer is vital in improving the converter efficiency. Existing optimization 

techniques of resonant converters address either efficiency or power density of the converter as 

their objectives significantly influenced by intuition and unjustified parametric choices. To 

optimize the converter design achieving maximum efficiency at a significantly reduced volume, a 

multi-objective design optimization algorithm is being developed as a part of the thesis. A 

prototype for 1100V – 7000V, 25kW LLC resonant converter was also built which will be 

explained in detailed in coming chapters. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Renewable energy trends and challenges 

Growing interests in Renewable energy because of global climate change and fossil fuel 

depletion have driven enormous investments in sustainable energy like Solar, Wind, Hydro and 

Bio energy generation. During the past decade (2010-19), $2.6 trillion was invested in renewable 

energy globally [1]. The estimate excludes large hydro plants started during the same period. Out 

of the said total, Solar energy stands first attracting $1.3 trillion followed by Wind energy securing 

$1 trillion in investments. Country wise investment trends are discussed in [1]. Figure 1 depicts 

Solar energy investments out of all the investments in renewables during the last decade. 

Figure 1: Investments in different renewable energy sectors 

Percentage of total investments

Solar Others
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There has been 25.52 times rise in installed capacity of Solar energy globally during this period. 

The levelized cost of electricity for solar energy has come down globally by 81% which excludes 

the cost of tracking systems [1]. 

 

Figure 2: Levelized cost of electricity-Solar energy 

Figure 2 represents the change in levelized cost of electricity of Solar energy from 2009 to 

2019 in $/MWh. The cost came down from $304 to $57. This reduction is mostly because of 

financial, operational factors, improved efficiency of the PV panels and some other factors which 

do not include the tracking or collection and transmission technology advancements. Though both, 

interests and the investments are increasing, the amount of electricity generated from solar energy 

is still very small (around 2% of global energy generation) compared to fossil fuel powered 

generation globally. 

[2] gives a good comparison between DC and AC collector grids for wind parks. Increased 

costs, reliability and protection are few major concerns with DC collection when compared to AC 
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collection [3]. Faults including critical SC faults and cable-ground faults in DC collection for wind 

farms were discussed and methods were proposed to mitigate them in [4]. Application of DC 

collection to PV parks has not been equivocally discussed in the available literature compared to 

AC collection. A configuration which is proposed in [5] has module-level Maximum Power Point 

Tracking (MPPT) converters connected to a common low voltage DC bus which feeds inverters 

that are connected to the grid. Though this approach has its own advantages of DC collection, the 

cost aspect and reliability can still be significantly improved. Two medium voltage level DC 

(MVDC) collector configurations for PV were proposed and compared with existing medium 

voltage AC (MVAC) collector configuration in [6]. The DC configuration 2 proposed in [6] 

outperformed both the DC configuration 1 and the AC configuration. Detailed economic viability 

comparison of all those three configurations is discussed in [7] with cost modeling, analysis for a 

year of measured weather data of two different locations using Monte Carlo method.  

The configuration proposed in this work is very similar to the DC2 configuration discussed 

in [7]. The primary objective of this thesis is to bring down the Levelized Cost of Electricity 

(LCOE) significantly using the proposed MVDC collection method for large PV parks. To achieve 

significant reduction in LCOE, existing power grid architecture needs some radical changes. 

Existing AC collection network which typically consists of a low voltage subfield inverter 

followed by a line frequency transformer and a robust fault protection system is an outcome of 

years of research efforts. DC collection for multi-MW to GW PV parks also requires enormous 

efforts and innovations to arrive at a competitive LCOE. At the same time, it is not valid to state 

that this evolution requires similar timeline as that of AC collection. MVDC collection using 
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isolated DC-DC converters is promising when it comes to the LCOE reduction due to improved 

plant efficiency and reduction in the COM (Capital, Operation & Maintenance) costs. 

The EPC (Engineering, Procurement & Construction) cost breakdown for large PV parks 

reveals that the expenditure on cables, transformers, combiner boxes, labor etc., add up to a total 

of 24% of the capital whereas the inverters contribute to 7.5% [8]. This gives an opportunity to 

reduce the LCOE using an isolated MV DC-DC converter which can also perform MPPT. The 

components of LCOE that can be reduced using the proposed configuration are as follows 

Figure 3: Proposed MVDC Collection for large PV parks 
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• Capital & installation: Cost of capital and installation can be reduced due to elimination

of line frequency transformers and labor costs associated, reduction in cable costs, cable

conduits and combiners.

• Improving the revenue generation: One of the advantages of the proposed configuration

is having active semi-conductor devices that can be soft switched resulting in nearly

negligible switching losses compared to the installed power capacity. The elimination of

line frequency transformers in the LV power stages leads to increased overall efficiency of

the system which in turn increases the generated revenue.

Figure 3 represents the proposed configuration with LLC resonant based isolated DC-DC 

converter for the MVDC collection. Using the LLC resonant converter provides an ability for both 

the low and medium voltage semi-conductor devices to be soft switched and this configuration 

also enables EMI reduction [9]. This gives an advantage of improved efficiency and higher 

operating frequencies. The MPPT voltage variation of the PV strings is significant, subject to 

different parameters like temperature, partial shading etc. This variation in the MPPT voltage can 

be handled by control by varying the frequency which in turn changes the gain of the resonant 

tank. Thus, the resonant converter will be operating with a wide variation of the input voltage. Few 

challenges involved in designing resonant converters for such applications with wide input voltage 

variation are choice of resonant tank parameters, optimal design of the high frequency transformer 

for a wide range of frequency variation etc. Multi-objective optimization is chosen to obtain the 

optimal converter design for this application whose objectives and other functions will be 

discussed in the coming sections of this thesis. One of the optimal designs is also chosen to validate 

the approach and analysis. 
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1.2 Outline of the thesis 

Chapter 2: Types of resonant converters, advantages & disadvantages of LLC resonant converter, 

analysis methods and design procedure using the analysis. 

Chapter 3:  This chapter includes the discussion about Multi-objective optimization using a 

simulation-based approach, a genetic algorithm-based approach, and its structure. Mathematical 

modeling of different converter parameters required for the optimization, results from the 

optimization, and the analysis of a selected design. 

Chapter 4: Steps involved in the development and fabrication of different converter stages, 

considerations for different component selection, assembly process, test conditions and results are 

discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 5: This includes the summary of the objective, approach results and highlights of this 

work. Improvements that can be made and future scope of this work are also discussed in this 

section.
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CHAPTER 2 

LLC RESONANT CONVERTER 

2.1 Resonant Converters 

Resonant converters have existed for many years now but recent attention towards them is 

because many applications like consumer electronics, battery charging etc., now require increased 

efficiencies and power densities due to continually changing regulations and standards. In 

applications that require wide range of load and voltage regulation, the choice of topology to 

optimize the efficiency and power density comes with significant challenges.  

Series resonant converter (SRC) and Parallel resonant converter (PRC) are two widely used 

configurations of the two-element based resonant tank combinations. One of the major drawbacks 

of using an SRC is the maximum gain of its resonant tank which is unity. Based on the operating 

frequency, a resonant converter can achieve either Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) or Zero Current 

Switching (ZCS) of the semi-conductor devices. ZVS is attainable when the impedance of the 

resonant tank is inductive in nature and ZCS when the impedance is capacitive. It is usually 

preferable to operate a resonant converter in inductive region. When operating in capacitive region 

i.e., when the operating frequency is below the resonant frequency, a higher order component of 

the low frequency input to the resonant tank might match with the tank’s resonance. At this point 

the predictable relationship between the frequency and gain of the resonant tank is no longer valid. 

So, the capacitive region is generally avoided. Theoretically, the gain curve of an SRC is flat at no 

load condition and the slope of the gain curve increases with load. This means that, to regulate an 

input voltage variation, the frequency variation in an SRC decreases with increase in load. On the 

other hand, the maximum gain offered by the resonant tank in a PRC is load dependent. The 
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maximum frequency and peak gain offered by a PRC decrease with increase in load. The gain 

characteristics of a PRC are opposite to that of an SRC. The slope of it decreases with increasing 

load. An LLC resonant converter combines the advantages of both SRC and a PRC. It can be 

operated in the inductive region to obtain ZVS as in an SRC and it can also offer gains both higher 

and lower than unity as in PRC. 

2.2 LLC Resonant Converter 

LLC converter is one of the resonant tank combinations available with three or more L & 

C elements widely used in numerous applications [10, 11, 12, 13]. Advantages of LLC resonant 

converter are soft switching over a wide operating range, synchronous rectification of the rectifier 

stage devices etc., leading to negligible switching losses which enables high switching frequency 

operation leading to higher power densities. It is difficult to classify all the resonant converters 

because many combinations are possible based on the type of switching network, number of 

elements in the resonant tank and their configuration [14]. The configuration under discussion is 

an isolated LLC based resonant converter which is different from a conventional resonant 

converter by having an isolation transformer. This transformer not only provides galvanic 

isolation, but it also steps the voltage level up or down based on the requirement of the application. 

There are thirty six different resonant tank configurations with three reactive tank elements but of 

them, only fifteen are practical with a voltage source as an input [15].  

The block diagram of resonant converter under discussion can be referred from Figure 4. 

It consists of a full bridge inverter followed by an LLC resonant tank which feeds the transformer. 

The output of the transformer is fed to a half-bridge rectifier that transfers the power to the MV 

grid. Since the MPPT voltage of the PV array is subject to many variables and varies on a wide 
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range, the resonant converter must operate over a wide input variation. One of the main reasons 

LLC topology is chosen is because of its ability to provide a wide range of gain without 

compromising on the advantages that a three-element resonant converter can offer. A frequency 

modulation control is considered in this work, where frequency of the square wave output of the 

inverter is varied to keep the output voltage constant for any MPPT voltage input. The change in 

frequency around the resonant tank circuit’s resonant frequency ensures the power flow. 

LV Cr

Lr

Lm
7 kV

 

Figure 4: LLC Resonant converter with half-bridge secondary rectifier 

  There are various approaches to analyze different operating modes and characteristics of 

the converter at different conditions. One can divide the analysis methods into three types which 

are time domain, frequency domain and state-plane method. First Harmonic Analysis (FHA), a 

frequency domain method is considered to analyze the converter dynamics. Though FHA is not 

very accurate at frequencies away from resonant frequency, it is chosen because it is not 

computationally complex as other approaches. One of the main reasons the resonant converters 

are still limited to only a few applications is that limited information is available on how the 

converter operates under different conditions. The steady-state analysis of the LLC resonant 

converter is discussed in [16] & [17].  
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2.3 FHA based steady-state analysis of the LLC resonant converter 

Fundamental Harmonic Analysis (FHA) was proposed by R. L. Steigerwald in 1988 [18]. 

It is a frequency domain analysis method. As shown in Figure 4, the input to the resonant tank is 

a square-wave voltage generated by the primary full bridge inverter. In FHA, the fundamental 

sinusoidal component of this square-wave is considered for the converter analysis and its higher 

order harmonics are neglected. With three reactive elements in the tank circuit, there are two 

different resonant frequencies, one when the series inductor (Lr) and capacitor (Cr) resonate at fo 

and the second when Lr, Cr and the parallel inductor (Lm) participate in resonance at f1.  

𝑓𝑜 =
1

2𝜋√𝐿𝑟𝐶𝑟

 2.1 

 

𝑓1 =
1

2𝜋√(𝐿𝑚 + 𝐿𝑟)𝐶𝑟

 

 

2.2 

The ratio of Lm to Lr can be defined as Ln is an important design parameter and a part of the resonant 

tank’s gain function which will be discussed further in this section. It is obvious that fo > f1. 

The impedance offered by the resonant tank is inductive for frequencies above fo and it is 

capacitive for frequencies below f1. But for frequency range between fo and f1, the impedance can 

be either inductive or capacitive based on the equivalent load resistance. Since the input to the 

resonant tank is a square wave AC, an AC equivalent circuit which can be referred from Figure 5 

makes the analysis simple. The resistance Rac in the equivalent circuit is not the same as the load 

resistance and includes the effect of transformer and the rectifier referred to the primary. The value 

of this AC load resistance can be derived from equation 2.3. 

𝑅𝑎𝑐 =
8𝑛2𝑅𝑜

𝜋2
 2.3 
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Cr

Lr

Lm Vo
RacVac

 

Figure 5: Equivalent AC circuit of the LLC resonant converter 

The gain offered by the resonant tank (M) is a function of the switching frequency fs, the 

inductors ratio Ln which was discussed earlier and the Quality factor Qe. Magnitude of M can be 

found by using the equation 2.4. 

𝑀 =
𝐿𝑛𝐹𝑛

2

√((𝐿𝑛 + 1)𝐹𝑛
2 − 1)

2
+ ((𝐹𝑛

2 − 1)𝐹𝑛𝑄𝑒𝐿𝑛)
2
 

2.4 

 Where 

𝑄𝑒 =
√

𝐿𝑟

𝐶𝑟

𝑅𝑎𝑐
 

2.5 

 and  

𝐹𝑛 =
𝑓𝑠

𝑓𝑜
 2.6 

Fn is called normalized switching frequency and Ln is called normalized inductance. Ln is 

a fixed parameter once a design is chosen and Fn and Qe are two dynamic variables required to 
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calculate the required gain for a specific operating condition. But during the design stage, all three 

of them are design variables that can yield millions of resonant tank designs for the same 

application and are to be chosen carefully. For many applications, boundaries of design space are 

defined based on intuition and experience which yield good results most of the time. But for the 

MVDC collection of PV parks, things are not as straightforward as a simple power supply 

application. Both the MPPT voltage of the PV subfields and the load or power supplied to the grid 

from a PV park vary over a wide range. The gain characteristics with respect to the switching 

frequency vary based on the loading condition, as mentioned earlier. For the configuration under 

discussion, the resonant inductances Lr and Lm are considered to be integrated in the Medium 

Frequency Transformer (MFT) as its leakage and magnetizing inductances. In such cases, the 

inductance ratio Ln is also going to have a significant influence in the MFT’s size and the overall 

converter efficiency. The frequency dependent gain characteristics of the resonant tank also vary 

when Ln is varied but this is during the design stage. The resonant tank gain (M) vs normalized 

switching frequency (Fn) for different loading conditions (Qe) at a fixed value of inductance ratio 

(Ln) can be referred from Figure 6 and the same plot at different values of inductance ratio (Ln) 

helps us to understand the effect of variation of Ln. Decrease in Ln for a fixed Qe or decrease in Qe 

for a fixed Ln would give higher peak gains and steeper gain curves which means the frequency 

variation to achieve the same load regulation or voltage regulation would also decrease. 
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Figure 6: Gain curves for different Ln and Qe values 

Of all the possible combinations, there is one similarity which is the Unity gain point. For 

any resonant tank configuration and at any loading conditions, ideally, the gain offered by the 

resonant tank is 1 at resonant frequency fo. From Figure 6, it can also be inferred that the gain of 

the resonant tank varies such that the frequency at which the peak gain occurs moves towards the 

resonant frequency fo with increase in load or Qe. Using FHA, when the parasitic components like 

leakage of secondary winding (Llks), junction capacitance of the secondary-side devices (Cj) and 

inter-winding capacitance of the transformer are considered, the resonant frequency fo was 

observed to be lower than the desired value where the gain is higher than 1 and also rise in gain at 
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higher switching frequencies [19]. Since FHA considers only the fundamental of the applied 

square wave voltage and considers the current to be sinusoidal, it’s not very accurate in modes 

when the current is discontinuous or when the input voltage is significantly lower or higher than 

the nominal voltage. Simulations were performed to observe the change in accuracy of FHA over 

different operating modes and based on the results, it was decided to add the third harmonic 

component to the analysis which will be discussed in the next section of this document. Adding 

the third harmonic component slightly improves the accuracy of the analysis and computationally 

a good trade-off.  

2.4 Design steps of an LLC resonant converter 

A general step by step design procedure of an LLC resonant converter is discussed in this 

section which uses some of the functions and concepts that were already discussed. To design a 

resonant tank, one must come up with the required converter specifications like input & output 

voltages, rated output power, switching frequency etc. This design procedure is a generalized 

approach followed to design power supplies and the changes required in this procedure will be 

discussed after all the design steps.  

The first step is to define the transformer turns ratio (n). This should be done using the 

nominal input and output voltages Vinnom
 and Vonom

 of the converter. 

𝑛 =
𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑚

𝑉𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚
/2

 2.7 

Since the considered configuration has a half-bridge on the secondary side, the 

transformer’s secondary voltage would be half the output voltage. The next step is to calculate the 

min. and max. gains that are required from the resonant tank (Mmin & Mmax).  
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𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑛 𝑉𝑜min

𝑉𝑖𝑛max

    &    𝑀max =
𝑛𝑉𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛

  2.8 

Upon the device selection, the forward voltage drop of the secondary device can also be 

added to the min. and max. output voltages to calculate the respective gains. After calculating the 

required gains, the values of Ln and Qe are to be chosen to obtain the resonant tank parameters. 

Generally, the choice of these values for a power supply application can be based on existing 

design references, intuition, or experience. But for applications like MVDC collection where the 

input voltage and load vary over a wide range, the same approach may not provide optimal values 

of Ln and Qe.  

For example, a small value of Ln can bring advantages like higher peak gain, steeper gain 

curves which means the range of operating frequency would be very narrow. But lower Ln leads 

to higher magnetizing currents which lead to increased losses and reduced efficiencies. On the 

other hand higher values of Ln can help reduce the magnetizing currents increasing the efficiencies 

but the range to obtain ZVS can become very narrow and because of increased operating frequency 

range, the size of the transformer could be higher in such cases. The advantages of having small 

Qe can be higher peak gains but the associated frequency range would be larger. Increasing the Qe 

can overcome these disadvantages but due to lower peak gains, the design might not be able to 

provide the required gain in few operating points. The choice of resonant frequency fo is another 

design is another variable which is going to directly affect the size of the converter and power 

density. There are no proper instructions on the choice of these design variables in the existing 

literature. Thus, Multi-Objective design optimization is chosen to optimally choose the values of 

Ln, Qe and fo.  
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More details about the optimization algorithm are discussed in the next chapter. Once the 

optimal values of Ln, Qe and fo are obtained, Cr can be calculated by using equations 2.1 and 2.5. 

𝐶𝑟 =
1

2𝜋𝑓𝑜𝑄𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑐
 2.9 

Where Rac should be considered for max. loading (for ex. 110 or 120%). Lr and then Lm can be 

found using Cr. After obtaining the resonant tank parameters, there are more variables in the 

system like the configuration of primary inverter and secondary rectifier (half-bridge, full-bridge 

etc.), number of turns of primary and secondary windings of the transformers, transformer core 

material, and type of wire for the transformer etc. Since the use of LLC resonant converter for 

MVDC collection is not reported in literature, the choice of different parameters, materials and 

combinations in this configuration must be justified. The only way these choices can be justified 

is if one analyses all possible combinations and choses the best one among them. With prototyping 

out of the scope to optimize, different combinations can be listed out and simulated to obtain the 

performance which can be used as a basis for comparison to choose the best configuration. Since 

there are many variables, millions of designs are possible and simulating most of them would be a 

very complex problem and it could take from days to months to simulate those designs. Also, there 

are constraints like temperature rise in semi-conductor devices & transformer, max. flux density 

in the transformer core etc., which must be verified for every design. So, a Mission profile based 

Multi-objective Optimization is chosen to help reduce the complications in obtaining an optimized 

design.  An algorithm is designed to explore the design space and provide the optimal converter 

designs as an output. More about the optimization and the algorithm associated will be discussed 

in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION 

3.1 Simulation based optimization approach 

Initial approach of this work was to perform a simulation-based optimization using PLECS 

to evaluate the performance, compare various configurations and choose the best one out of them. 

With the limited information available in literature, twenty-five different resonant tank 

combinations corresponding to different Ln and Qe combinations were chosen as a starting point 

of the optimization. The value of Ln is varied from 4 to 6 in steps of 0.5 and for each value of Ln, 

five values of Qe are chosen in steps of 0.005. The consideration for the choice of Qe was to make 

sure that the resultant resonant tank would be able to provide the required gain for the converter to 

operate over all the operating points. Rest of the converter parameters were calculated for these 

twenty-five combinations and thus obtained converters are simulated at five different MPPT 

voltages and twenty-five different power levels keeping the output voltage constant.  

This analysis only considered semi-conductor losses to calculate the converter’s efficiency 

at each operating point. The resultant 3125 simulations produced a lot a data that gave information 

about the operating frequency, converter’s efficiency, and junction temperature of each semi-

conductor device for every simulation. All this was only for a one resonant frequency. By varying 

the resonant frequency from 50 kHz to 200 kHz in steps of 10 kHz, the number of simulations 

required to perform the optimization was 50000. At this point, analyzing all the data obtained from 

the simulations became impractical. Adding to this, there were cases where some configurations 

violated the maximum junction temperature constraint at some operating points, but this was 

known only after the simulations were performed. Few other disadvantages of this approach were: 
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the simulations did not include the transformer losses, its impact on the converter’s efficiency and 

its temperature rise, the MFT’s volume was not being optimized, different core materials and wire 

types were not being explored to obtain the best version of the MFT for this application. Also, the 

design space was not being fully explored to optimize the converter design. To overcome these 

disadvantages, Multi-objective Optimization is chosen to obtain the optimal converter design. 

3.2 Genetic algorithm based Multi-objective Optimization 

Using the genetic algorithm in MATLAB, Multi-objective Optimization was performed to 

obtain a set of feasible converter designs to choose from, for the application under consideration. 

The algorithm is designed to optimize the objective function, which means the algorithm 

converges when all the objective variables are minimum and satisfy the constraints defined at the 

same time. The output of the optimization is a Pareto front with all the feasible designs. In this 

work, the optimization algorithm is designed to yield designs with min. power losses while having 

a small volume at the same time. Optimization is not a straight-forward process as every iteration 

requires the analysis of the system’s behavior using that particular design. Simulations can be 

performed for each design of every iteration by using a call-back function in MATLAB, but this 

makes the problem computationally more expensive and it might even take few months for the 

algorithm to converge. 

A solution that would not require simulations to be performed in the loop is to represent 

the system’s behavior mathematically in an easiest form which will help to expedite this process. 

This required mathematical modeling of different design steps, semi-conductor loss calculation, 

MFT loss calculations etc. As already mentioned, the objectives of the optimization algorithm are 
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converter power loss and converter volume. So, mathematical models are required to obtain the 

values of these objective functions for every design in the iteration.  

The MVDC collection of PV parks is not a conventional constant voltage or constant power 

application. So, optimizing the converter at a one particular operating point is not a good approach 

to efficiently leverage all the advantages of the topology. To overcome this, a test protocol adopted 

by California Energy Commission (CEC) which was originally developed by Sandia National 

Laboratories for grid tied inverters as a function of input DC voltage and output AC power is 

considered. According to this protocol, any inverter which requires a CEC approval have to be 

tested for efficiency at six different power levels and three different voltages and the weighted 

average efficiency is considered to rate the inverter [20]. Instead of considering a single operating 

point to optimize, the power losses of the converter are calculated at six different power levels and 

three different voltages and their weighted average is optimized. So, the objective power-losses of 

the optimization algorithm is replaced by CEC power losses. Different power levels and their 

corresponding weights that were considered for the analysis are mentioned in Table 1 [20]. 

Table 1: Weighting factors of different power levels defined by CEC 

Output power Weights 

10% 0.04 

20% 0.05 

30% 0.12 

50% 0.21 

75% 0.53 

100% 0.05 
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Power loss at all the six power levels must be obtained at three different voltage levels, 

Vinmin
, Vinnom

 and Vinmax
. For the MPPT voltage variation and its temperature dependency a string 

inverter solution Context CL125 from Schneider Electric is considered, Vinmin
 and Vinmax

 are 

calculated based on the method reported in their application note [21].  The analysis is based on 

series and parallel combination of a standard 6 inch, 315W poly-crystalline panel. The Vinmin
 and 

Vinmax
 are the MPP voltages calculated at -10°C and 50°C and are 970V and 1160V. 

The second objective is to optimize the converter’s volume. Due to the availability, the 

semi-conductor devices and the configuration of primary inverter and secondary rectifier are 

predefined. More details about the devices under consideration are presented in hardware 

implementation section. As already discussed, a full-bridge inverter on the primary side and a half-

bridge rectifier on the secondary side are fixed and the same are used for further analysis. Since 

the semi-conductors are fixed, their corresponding volume is also fixed. Thus, the second objective 

of the optimization algorithm is to minimize the MFT volume since the series and parallel 

inductors Lr and Lm are considered to be integrated in the MFT as its leakage and magnetizing 

inductances.  

To evaluate the objectives for every design in an iteration, the optimization algorithm 

would require mathematical representation of them. The MFT volume is a simple and 

straightforward calculation. CEC losses for every design is a sum of semi-conductor losses (sum 

of switching and conduction losses) and MFT losses (sum of core and conduction losses). This 

would require the mathematical representation of different losses as a function of the operating 

point.  
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3.2.1 Structure of the optimization algorithm 

Before discussing the mathematical modeling of various parameters of the converter, it is 

important to understand the structure of the optimization algorithm. The algorithm has two 

important functions: fitnessFunction – this function returns the values of the objectives for every 

iteration and constraint function – this function holds and verifies if all the designs under 

consideration satisfy the user defined constraints or not. As discussed earlier, there are many 

variables in an LLC resonant converter that need a justified choice. These variables are divided 

into two categories: free variables and dependent variables. Free variables are those which are 

independently varied by the algorithm and dependent variables are calculated as a function of free 

variables and converter specifications for every iteration. A database of three different ferrite 

materials (3C90, 3C91 & 3C94) from Ferroxcube are considered for the algorithm to choose from. 

Since the intent was to develop an initial prototype from the core shapes readily available in the 

market, stacking of U cores is considered to obtain EE MFT core shape.  Litz wire is considered 

to realize the primary and secondary windings of the MFT as this a high operating frequency 

application and using litz wire helps overcome the disadvantages of a magnet wire wound 

transformer. The free variables considered in this work are 

𝑋 = [ 𝑓𝑜 𝐿𝑛 𝐿𝑟 𝑊𝑐 𝑁𝑐 𝐶𝑀 𝑁𝑝 𝐽𝑝 𝑑1 𝐽𝑠 𝑑2 𝐾𝑑𝑐 𝐻𝑤 𝐾𝑤𝑤 ] 3.1 

 Wc is the width of the core, Nc is the no. of cores stacked, CM is the core material, Np is no. of 

turns in the primary winding, Jp is the current density in primary winding, d1 is the strand diameter 

of the primary winding, Js is the current density in secondary winding, d2 is the strand diameter of 

the secondary winding, Kdc is the ratio of core depth to its width, Hw is the height of the window 

and Kww is the ratio of window width to its height. Figure 7 gives an overview of how the 
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optimization algorithm is organized. Along with the free variables and material database, the 

algorithm needs the converter specifications like nominal, min. and max. input voltages, CEC 

power levels and corresponding weights, transformer turns ratio, ambient temperature (Ta) and 

output voltage (Vo). The free variables must always be accompanied by their lower and upper 

bounds between which they can be varied by the algorithm. For every design under consideration, 

the algorithm checks if all the user defined constraints are satisfied and only then, the objectives 

are calculated for that design. If a design violates any of the constraints, the algorithm discards that 

design and moves to next iteration. The constraints that were considered in this work were Junction 

temperature of primary & secondary semi-conductor devices, temperature of MFT core and its 

windings, Bmax in the core, required window width and range of the operating frequency. Upon 

satisfying the constraints, the dependent variables like the MFT geometry, resonant tank 

parameters etc., are calculated using the set of free variables and the user defined converter 

specifications. The resonant tank parameter calculation is performed using the method that was 

discussed in section 2.4. The core material parameters are obtained based on the choice of the 

algorithm for that iteration. Using the converter specifications, the max. values of currents flowing 

through the primary and secondary windings of the MFT are calculated which will then be used to 

calculate the no. of strands in both the windings (current densities & strand diameters which are 

the free variables will be used for this calculation).  The semi-conductor losses and MFT losses 

are evaluated for different CEC output power levels. MFT volume is calculated. The algorithm 

uses the CEC power losses and MFT volume to make the decision whether the design must be 

saved until further analysis is done or it should be discarded. Mathematical modeling of various 

converter parameters, power losses etc., will be discussed in the next sub-section. 
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Free Variables 

X = [fo Ln Lr Wc Nc CM Np Jp d1 Js d2 Kdc 

Hw Kww] & their bounds

Electrical design specifications:

Vin,Vo,Po,CEC weights, n, Ta, etc.   
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Figure 7: Overview of optimization algorithm 
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3.2.2 Mathematical modeling  

The optimization algorithm can be used to perform co-simulations in the loop but that 

would make the optimization process computationally expensive and time to perform it would 

significantly be high. Alternatively, the same system behavior can be analyzed without simulations 

provided one can represent the behavior of different parts of the converter mathematically. The 

approach under discussion is something similar. The objectives CEC losses & MFT volume are 

calculated with the help of various mathematical models that will be discussed in this section.  

RMS Current through the resonant tank: 

Based on the FHA analysis that was discussed in section 2.3, the fundamental component 

of the applied voltage is considered to obtain the RMS value of current that is flowing through the 

resonant tank. Since the parallel inductor Lm is a part of the transformer, the current that is flowing 

through the series inductor Lr will flow though the MFT primary winding. As a result of this, there 

is only one unique value of current that has to be calculated which can help evaluate both the semi-

conductor losses and MFT copper losses. The AC equivalent circuit which can be referred from 

Figure 5 is used to obtain the impedance offered by the converter (Z) at different operating points. 

𝑍 = √(
𝑅𝑎𝑐𝜔2𝐿𝑚

2

𝑅𝑎𝑐
2 + (𝜔𝐿𝑚)2

)

2

+ ((
𝑅𝑎𝑐

2 𝜔𝐿𝑚

𝑅𝑎𝑐
2 + (𝜔𝐿𝑚)2

) + (
𝐿𝑟𝐶𝑟𝜔2 − 1

𝜔𝐶𝑟
))

2

 3.2 

  

Using the gain function from equation 2.4, the switching frequency and corresponding Rac can be 

found for different operating points defined by the CEC protocol. RMS value of the input current 

(Iprms
) can be calculated using input voltage (Vin) and Z. 
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𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑠
=

4𝑉𝑖𝑛

𝜋𝑍√2
 3.3 

Iprms
 and n can be used to calculate the value of secondary RMS current (Isrms

) of the MFT. When 

it comes to accuracy, the FHA based RMS current model is not as accurate as a time domain based 

current model. But it is a good tradeoff between accuracy and computational complexity. [22] 

gives a good overview of time domain-based analysis of different operating modes and the 

respective parametric analysis. 

Winding parameters: 

Using the value of max. current flowing through the windings, current densities and strand 

diameters chosen by the algorithm, the number of strands in both the windings is calculated. Based 

on the user input on max. no. of strands, the algorithm can also come up with a parallel winding 

configuration if required without violating the available window area. The algorithm then 

evaluates the geometry of the windings and in cases where the winding cannot be accommodated 

in the available window height, multi-layer winding is also considered as a design alternative. 

The geometry and configuration of the MFT windings are used to calculate the DC and AC 

resistances of both the windings. Copper losses in the primary and secondary windings of the MFT 

are function of the RMS current flowing through them and the AC resistance of the windings. 

Core losses in the Medium Frequency Transformer: 

The core volume of the MFT is calculated as a function of its geometrical free variables. 

Improved generalized steinmetz equation is used to obtain the core losses which is a function of 

core geometry, material, and converter operating parameters. 

𝑃𝑐 = 2𝑘𝑖𝑓𝛼𝐵𝑚
𝛽 (0.5)1−𝛼 3.4 
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And  

𝑘𝑖 =
𝑘

2𝛽−1𝜋𝛼−1 (1.1044 +
6.8244

𝛼 + 1.354
)
 3.5 

Where k, 𝛼 and β are steinmetz coefficients and material dependent and Pc is the core loss per unit 

volume. The volume of the core calculated from the MFT geometry when multiplied gives the 

total core loss of the MFT for that operating point. 

Semi-conductor loss evaluation: 

The objective of the work is to design an LLC converter for MVDC collection of PV parks 

that can leverage all the advantages offered by an LLC configuration. As already discussed in 

previous sections, it is possible to achieve ZVS turn on of the low voltage devices and synchronous 

rectification of MV devices. The same is considered when evaluating the semi-conductor losses 

by the algorithm. Even though the switching frequencies are very high in this converter, both the 

LV and MV devices switch when current through the device is very close to zero. So, the turn OFF 

losses in the devices are fairly small compared to the output power. With zero turn ON losses and 

negligible turn OFF losses, the algorithm is only left with evaluation of the conduction losses of 

the semi-conductor devices. 

The LV side inverter is realized using 1.7kV SiC FETs (C2M0045170P) from Wolfspeed 

and MV rectifier using 10kV Gen-3 SiC half-bridge module from Cree. A resistive based thermal 

network is used to calculate the steady-state temperature rise in both the devices. The temperature 

rise is used along with the temperature dependent conduction loss model of the device to calculate 

the device conduction loss. The loss data of the LV device is provided by the manufacturer but 

since the MV module is not commercially available, there is no data about the device 
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characteristics provided by the manufacturer. With the help of Double Pulse Test (DPT), the 

dynamic characteristics of the MV device are obtained. Various tests are performed at different 

test condition and energy losses (Eon & Eoff) are calculated during the turn on and turn off transients. 

Optimum values of gate-voltage, turn ON and turn OFF resistances are chosen based on the 

observations from dynamic characterization. Static characterization is performed at different 

temperature and output characteristics of the device are obtained. Temperature dependent ON-

state resistance models of the LV and MV devices are as follows 

𝑅𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖
= 0.041368 + (0.1611𝑒 − 3)𝑇𝑗𝑝𝑟𝑖

+ (0.0011𝑒 − 3)𝑇𝑗𝑝𝑟𝑖

2  3.6 

𝑅𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑐
= 0.2908 + (6𝑒 − 4)𝑇𝑗𝑠𝑒𝑐

+ (1𝑒 − 5)𝑇𝑗𝑠𝑒𝑐

2  3.7 

Where Rdspri
 and Rdssec

 are ON-state resistances of primary and secondary devices and Tjpri
 and Tjsec

 

are their respective junction temperatures. These models are used to obtain the steady state 

conduction losses and the rise in the junction temperatures of the semi-conductor devices which is 

a design constraint. 

Magnetizing and leakage inductances: 

In a high frequency application, the estimation of leakage inductance is not a 

straightforward task. In applications like LLC resonant converters where part of or total series 

resonant inductor is being realized using the transformer’s leakage inductance, the estimation of 

leakage inductance of the MFT should be as accurate as possible. A hybrid leakage inductance 

model is proposed in [23] which is based on Dowell’s frequency dependent leakage inductance 

estimation [24]. The leakage inductance model proposed in [23] is for a simple MFT with single 

layer litz wire windings. The optimization approach proposed in this work is designed to explore 

most of the design space which includes parallel and multi-layer windings. So appropriate changes 
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are made to the model discussed in [23] so that it can be used for different types of winding 

configurations. The MFT’s leakage inductance can be estimated from  

𝐿𝜎 =
𝑁𝑝

2𝜇𝑜𝐿𝑤

ℎ𝑒𝑞
[ 

𝑑1𝑚1

3
𝐹1 +

𝑑2𝑚2

3
𝐹2 + 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑜 + 𝑑1𝑖

(𝑚1 − 1)(2𝑚1 − 1)

6𝑚1

+ 𝑑2𝑖

(𝑚2 − 1)(2𝑚2 − 1)

6𝑚2
]  

3.8 

And  

𝐹 =
1

2𝑚2Δ
[ (4𝑚2 − 1)

sinh 2Δ − sin 2Δ

cosh 2Δ − cos 2Δ
− 2(𝑚2 − 1)

sinh Δ − sin Δ

cosh Δ − cos Δ
]  3.9 

Where Np is the no. of primary winding turns, Lw is the mean turn length, d1 and d2 are the strand 

diameters of the primary and secondary windings, m1 and m2 are no. of equivalent foil layers in 

primary and secondary windings, diso is the isolation distance between the primary and secondary 

windings, d1i
 and d2i

 are twice the insulation thicknesses of the primary and secondary litz wire 

strands. The series resonant inductance Lr is a free variable in this optimization approach. The 

leakage inductance model presented in equation 3.8 can be used by the algorithm to know if 

estimated leakage based on a fixed diso is equal to the required Lr or the diso can be found for the 

desired leakage. On the other hand, the parallel resonant inductance Lm is a derived or dependent 

parameter obtained from Ln and Lr and is a unique value for each design. Since the parallel resonant 

inductor is being realized as the magnetizing inductance of the MFT, the magnetizing inductance 

model can be used to derive the air gap required to achieve the Lm. 

𝐿𝑚 =
𝜇𝑜𝑁𝑝

2𝐴𝑐

𝑑𝑎𝑔
 3.10 
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Where Ac is the area of cross-section of the MFT core and dag is the air gap required to obtain a 

specific value of Lm. 

3.3 Performing the Optimization 

Lower and upper bounds of the free variables had to be wisely chosen to explore most of 

the search space that is being targeted. In the early stages of developing this optimization 

algorithm, series inductance Lr was not a free variable and was being derived from other dependent 

variables. Since for the same Ln, both the inductances were derived parameters, the population of 

designs on the pareto front was not uniformly distributed as expected. Choosing from such 

concentrated population does not give the designer the flexibility needed to choose a design from. 

Another approach that had to change was realizing the series inductor using MFT’s leakage 

inductance. The Lr was assumed to be equal to MFT’s leakage inductance and this assumption was 

being used to derive the isolation distance required to achieve a specific leakage. This resulted in 

a scenario where the design space was confined to a very small region and the converter’s 

performance is also not very satisfactory for these designs. To overcome this, the Lr has been made 

a free variable. Designs even with leakage lower than Lr are considered since part of the Lr can be 

leakage and the remaining inductance required can be achieved by an external inductor. The pareto 

front obtained from the algorithm is presented in Figure 8. X-axis is CEC power losses in watts 

which was discussed in previous sections and Y-axis is the box volume of the MFT in Liters. The 

points in the pareto front are different designs with different CEC losses and volume. There are a 

wide range of optimal designs to choose from. From very low volume and high losses to very high 

volume and lower losses, an ideal choice would be choosing a design closer to origin because of 

its balance between losses and volume. 
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Figure 8: Pareto optimal solutions 

But when it comes to prototyping, this choice is affected by many parameters mostly 

materialistic. The choice of the design in this work is based on the availability of closest possible 

materials like MFT cores, litz wire etc. The design chosen has a CEC power loss of 93.1237W and 

volume 2.5076 ltr. Free variables of this design can be referred from Table 2. 

Table 2: Free variables of the design chosen 

Free Variables 

Variable Value Variable Value 

fo 76812 Hz Jp 3.688 A/mm2
 

Ln 6 d1 40.9 μm 

Lr 185.915 μH Js 4.189 A/mm2 
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Wc 23.1198 mm d2 38 μm 

Nc 4 Kdc 0.648 

CM 3C94 Hw 57.556 mm 

Np 22 Kww 1.391337 

 

The dependent or derived variables like resonant tank parameters etc. are tabulated in Table 3. 

Table 3: Derived converter parameters 

Lm 1.1 mH Cr 23.092 nF 

Ac 2771 mm2 Ns 67 

The CEC efficiency of the selected design is 99.4%. Loss distribution of the converter at different 

power levels and nominal input voltage are plotted which can be referred from Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Loss distribution at different output power levels 

The hardware implementation of this design will be discussed in detailed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Overview 

A pareto front consisting of optimal designs was obtained and a design was chosen which 

is a tradeoff between the CEC losses and MFT volume. The design that was selected is marked in 

red in Figure 8. The derived converter parameters, analysis conditions and estimated performance 

of the selected design were discussed in previous chapter. This chapter is a detailed discussion of 

the fabrication and testing of initial prototype. This involves component selection, steps followed 

in fabrication and tests conducted along with the discussion on results obtained. The first step in 

the prototype development was to build the LV and MV power electronic modules and to test them 

individually to their full capacity. Once the power electronic modules are developed, the next step 

is to get the MFT fabricated, characterize, and test the MFT to its full capacity.  The prototype that 

is built to validate the analysis is slightly different from the selected design due to various reasons 

that will be discussed further in this chapter. 

4.2 Component Selection 

The first fixed parameter that was also considered as an input to the optimization was 

choice of semi-conductor devices.  A 1.7kV, 72A SiC MOSFET C2M0045170P from Wolfspeed 

is used to develop the primary LV inverter. Detailed datasheet and development models for this 

device can be found from their webpage [25]. The thermal and loss models for this device were 

available from the manufacturer which were used to evaluate the temperature rise and losses at 

various operating points in the optimization algorithm. The MV half bridge rectifier is realized 
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using a 10kV gen-3 XHV SiC half bridge module from Cree. Since this is not a commercially 

available device, the device characteristics were not provided by the manufacturer. So, the 

secondary power electronics module was initially built before anything else in the converter and 

was used to perform Double Pulse Test (DPT). Using DPT, the dynamic characterization of the 

device was performed extensively to determine the device characteristics and also an optimal turn 

ON and turn OFF resistance value. Static characterization was also performed to determine the 

output characteristics at different temperatures. 

From all the commercially available ferrite shapes of 3C94 materials, it was difficult to 

obtain the exact match of required area of cross-section of the MFT core. Different shapes and 

stacking combinations were considered. A U core  U93/76/30 from Ferroxcube [26] is used as the 

base element to realize the MFT core geometry. Two U cores are stacked to form an equivalent E 

core and two E cores to form the MFT core geometry. Two of such combinations are stacked to 

achieve the required depth of the MFT core.  

Due to unavailability of the exact match of the litz wire profile from the selected design, 

the closest litz wire available was chosen keeping the area of cross-section of copper fixed. A 38-

strand gauge litz wire with 2500 strands was used to fabricate the primary winding and a 44-strand 

gauge, 1500 strands litz wire was used for the secondary winding. Both the litz wires have a 

circular profile unlike the square profile that was considered for the analysis in the optimization. 

A resistive load was fabricated to dissipate the power delivered by the converter. The resistive load 

bank is a combination of 108 wire wound resistors connected in different series and parallel 

configurations which can dissipate up to 20kW at 7kV. 
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4.3 Fabrication of different hardware stages 

As discussed earlier, the first step was to fabricate the MV power electronic block, 

characterize the device and use the data obtained as an input to the optimization algorithm for 

further analysis. The MV block consists of five boards: a main power board, two gate driver boards 

and two gate driver power supplies one for each device. The boards were designed using Altium 

designer. 

 

Figure 10: MV Power Electronics block 

An overview of different components in the MV block can be obtained from Figure 10. 

The power board also accommodates six 4.5 μF capacitors in series whose mid-point is connected 

to one of the MFT secondary winding terminals. To achieve higher power densities, the power and 

gate driver boards have to be placed as close to each other as possible. But, due to MV operation, 

the required isolation level is very high to meet the industry standards. To increase the isolation 
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level and to make the setup very compact, all the MV boards (power, gate driver and power supply 

boards) are immersed in epoxy. The communications for control and feedback with the MV block 

are implemented using opto-transceivers as there are no commercially available ICs available with 

the required isolation levels. The opto-transceivers are connected to the signal processing & 

controls board which is a part of the LV power electronics block using fiber optic cables. The 

power board is individually potted from gate driver and power supplies using 3D printed boxes to 

contain them. The boards are placed in the boxes, filled with epoxy, and cured using a vacuum 

oven. MV block is 218×109 ×140mm without the HB module & heatsink and 218×200 ×140mm 

all together. Box volume of the MV power electronics module is 6.1 Ltr. 

The LV power electronics block is slightly simpler in construction with two PCBs as shown 

in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11: LV Power Electronics Block 

The power board has four C2M0045170P MOSFETs, input DC bus capacitors and an 

output current sensor. The power board is mounted on the heatsink in such a way that the 
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MOSFETs are between the board and the heatsink. This will ensure that most of the heat from the 

MOSFETs is drawn out from the case and into the heatsink. The LV gate driver and controls board 

sits above the power board. This board has components to control the entire converter. The 

auxiliary power supplies provide low voltage supply to microcontroller (MCU), gate driver ICs, 

isolated DC-DC converters of the gate driving circuits, signal conditioning circuits, sensors etc. 

The MCU which is being used in this prototype is TMS320F28379D from C2000 family of Texas 

Instruments. Different peripherals of MCU that are being used by this prototype are EPWMs to 

provide PWM signals to LV and MV devices, GPIOs to control the logical circuits, SPI to obtain 

output voltage feedback, ADCs to obtain on board feedbacks, COMPs for real-time current 

monitoring and also for added protection, and TZ for fault protection. This board also 

accommodates opto-transceivers to drive the MV side devices and to obtain output voltage 

feedback. The dimensions of the LV block are 210×170 ×140 mm and its box volume is 4.998 Ltr. 

To validate the controls and to obtain an optimal gate resistance for the LV device, various tests 

have been performed on the LV block. Test results from one such test at 900V input and 12.5kW 

output and using the LV block in inverter operation is shown in Figure 12. The power 12.5kW was 

being circulated through an inductor during which the inductor losses were104W. The losses in 

the LV converter were 49W at which point the LV block was operating at an efficiency of 99.61%. 

All the boards in LV and MV blocks were fabricated and tested in house and as many tests as 

possible were conducted to make sure there are not too many variables that can cause a failure 

during the full converter test. The current sensor that is used to measure the output current of the 

LV block is CMS3100 from Sensitec. A Current Transformer (CT) 2878 from Pearson is used to 

monitor the secondary current of the MFT. The output of both the current monitors is processed 
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by differential conditioning circuits and fed to the MCU. The feedback of the input voltage is 

obtained using a resistive divider.  

 

Figure 12: LV block output in inverter operation with D < 0.5 

With both the power electronic blocks fabricated, the next step is to fabricate the MFT. The 

core that was selected was already discussed in the previous sub-section. Four U cores are used to 

realize an EE transformer core profile and two such combinations are stacked next to each other 

to achieve the required area of cross-section. So, eight U cores are used for the fabrication of this 

MFT. With min. required clearances from the core in all directions, bobbins are 3D modeled for 

both the windings to make sure the windings would fit exactly where they must be placed. The 

primary winding of the MFT is a simple single layer winding with a 2500-strand litz wire. The 

secondary winding is a three-layer, sectionalized winding where the winding is divided into three 

sections and each section has three layers of MFT secondary winding. The MFT is designed to 
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also accommodate spacers between each layer of winding which will allow the air circulation in 

case forced air cooling is required.  

 

Figure 13: Secondary & Primary windings of the MFT 

 

 

Figure 14: MFT before winding impregnation 
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Figure 15: Secondary winding after impregnation 

The sectionalized winding is chosen for the MFT secondary winding to reduce the parasitic 

capacitance associated with the MFT. The bobbins were fabricated using a 3D printer inhouse. An 

SLA type 3D printer Form2 from Formlabs is used for all the 3D printed structures required for 

the prototype at different stages.  

Finished windings on their respective bobbins are shown in Figure 13. The windings would 

still have to go through the impregnation process which improves the insulation strength of the 

windings and prevents any dielectric breakdown. Figure 14 shows the initial version of MFT put 

together for a winding fit check and to verify the dimensions like clearances, isolation distance 

between the windings etc. The windings are then impregnated at 80°C and made ready for the final 
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assembly. An impregnated assembly ready secondary winding is shown in Figure 15. After the 

windings were impregnated, the MFT was assembled and its parameters winding resistances, 

leakage and magnetizing inductances were measured using an impedance analyzer. The next step 

was to perform a Hipot-test on the MFT. Hipot test was performed up to 7kV for a duration of one 

minute which the MFT passed. The dimensions of the assembled MFT are 186×127×152 mm 

with a volume of 3.5905 Ltr. The assembled converter is shown in Figure 16.  

LV Power 

Electronics

MV Power 

Electronics

MFT

 

Figure 16: Final assembly of the converter 

Table 4: Parameters of the prototype 

Prototype Parameters 

Variable Value Variable Value Variable Value 

fo 76812 Hz Jp 1.506 A/mm2 Lm 1.325 mH 

Ln 6 d1 100.7 μm Ac 3408 mm2 

Lr 24.465 μH Js 2.759 A/mm2 Cr 0.18 μF 
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Wc 28.4 mm d2 50.2 μm Ns 54 

Nc 2 Kdc 1.056 n1 2500 

CM 3C94 Hw 48 mm n2 1500 

Np 17 Kww 0.75417   

The parameters of the prototype are listed in Table 4. These parameters are different from that 

of the selected design because of the choices made in the prototyping. The geometry of the MFT 

core and the windings are different because the core geometry chosen is not an exact match to the 

required design. Change in the MFT core geometry also affects the winding geometry. Also, the 

secondary winding of the MFT in the prototype has a different construction as sectionalizing and 

spacers were introduced between each layer. Though the MFT’s leakage in the design offers only 

part of the required Lr, the leakage of the MFT prototype is significantly different from the 

estimated value because:  

• The isolation distance between the primary and secondary windings is designed to be 

10mm but because the radius at the corners of the bobbin is significantly small compared 

to the min. radius at which the litz wire could be bent at right angles, this distance came 

down to 3 - 4mm.  

• Introduction of spacers and sectionalizing the winding 

• Also, since both the windings are hand wound, the accuracy to achieve the exact design 

dimensionally is significantly low.  

The selected design could still be achieved in terms of obtaining the same resonant tank 

parameters by adding an external series inductor and changing the resonant capacitor to the 
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required value. But for initial tests, the converter is to be extensively tested at nominal input voltage 

and different loads to validate the entire analysis based on the results that will be obtained. 

The tests are conducted in an isolated high voltage cage where all the units under test will be 

inside the cage which have to be controlled remotely from outside. A 30kW DC power supply unit 

from Magna is used as an input to the converter. The MCU is always run in a debug mode during 

all the tests to make sure that human intervention is possible to manually react to a fault. Due to 

unavailability of power measurement which can support the measurement of high frequency and 

high voltage signals, only an oscilloscope is used to record all the test data. The oscilloscope is 

also placed outside the cage for it to be accessible. 

High Voltage 

Differential Probe

Test Computer

Oscilloscopes

 

Figure 17: Test equipment arrangement 

The arrangement of different test computer, different test equipment is shown in Figure 17. The 

test setup Figure 18 consists of primary DC power supply, converter, resistive load bank and 

auxiliary power supplies for heatsinks, gate driving etc. 
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Figure 18: Converter test setup 

4.4 Test Results 

In the initial tests, the converter was tested at half the nominal input voltage, which is 550V, 

resonant frequency 76812Hz and with an output resistance of 2500Ω, 5kW of power was being 

dissipated in the load - Figure 19. At same frequency and nominal input voltage 1100V, the test 

was performed again dissipating 20.5kW in the load bank - Figure 20. The converter has an overall 

efficiency of 99.454% at this operating point whose input and output DC waveforms can be 

referred from Figure 21.  
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Figure 19: Inverter & MFT outputs at 550V input & 3.5kV, 5kW output 

 

Figure 20: Inverter & MFT outputs at 1.1kV input & 7kV, 20.5kW output 
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Figure 21: Converter input 1.1kV and output 7kV at 20.5kW 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

5.1 Summary and conclusions 

Latest advancements in device technology especially in SiC devices have unlocked the 

potential to achieve higher efficiencies and higher power densities in many applications. PV 

integration being one of them, the use of SiC devices in such applications would bring many 

advantages to such systems. This work aims to reduce the LCOE in PV systems which were 

traditionally considered expensive alternatives for energy generation. Choosing an MVDC 

collection over conventional MVAC collection helps in many ways to reduce the capital in energy 

generation systems like PV, wind etc. Growing research efforts by researchers from all over the 

world are providing promising results and design alternatives using SiC devices. Industries like 

plug-in Electric Vehicles (EV) who already started using SiC in their products are proving the 

reliability and improved efficiencies by moving to SiC technology. This is encouraging for many 

other industries to unveil potential applications and come up with compact, efficient, and reliable 

power conversion systems. The cost of the devices is expected to significantly decrease faster than 

expected due to increased interests from industry giants.  

This work is one such effort to come up with efficient, compact, and cost-effective 

architecture for collection of PV parks. An LLC resonant based isolated DC-DC converter 

configuration is proposed for MVDC collection of PV parks. The advantages of using the proposed 

configuration are discussed. An FHA based converter analysis and design procedure using the 

same is presented. A simulation-based approach to obtain an optimal design for the converter was 

discussed. The design variables and their significance are outlined and with no justified approach 
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for the choice of these variables, Multi-objective optimization is chosen to provide an optimal 

design that can help validate the advantages of the proposed configuration. A genetic algorithm 

available in MATLAB was used to perform the optimization. The structure of the optimization 

algorithm was presented, and mathematical models of different converter parameters were derived 

and explained in this work. The advantages and disadvantages of approximations made as a part 

of this work were explained. The optimization results are provided, and a design is selected for the 

proof of concept. Steps involved in fabrication of different stages of the converter are explained in 

detailed and the implications of design choices during prototyping were outlined. A 1.1/7 kV, 

25kW isolated LLC resonant DC/DC converter was built and tested at nominal input voltage and 

20.5kW output. An efficiency of 99.454% was achieved during this test and the prototype has a 

power density of 2.0419kW/L which is very close to the estimated power density 2.2043kW/L of 

the selected design. Box volume of the selected design was 13.6096L and that of the prototype is 

14.6925L. The CEC efficiency of the selected design is 99.23% which is yet to be validated by the 

prototype. During the initial tests, the shape of the output current of the LV inverter was observed 

to be unusual in LLC resonant converters. Analysis is underway to identify the reason which could 

be one or both of: higher leakage inductance on the secondary winding of the MFT, significant 

output capacitance of the MV device. This requires further analysis. 

5.2 Future Scope 

The work opens up an opportunity to use LLC converters not only in MVDC collection 

architecture but in similar applications which require wide range of load and voltage regulation. 

The optimization algorithm was developed to be versatile to optimize an LLC converter design for 

any application with minimal to no changes. Improvements to this work: to start with, the FHA 
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analysis that was used to the converter modeling and design procedure can be replaced with more 

accurate approaches like time-domain analysis or an operation-mode based approach. This would 

only be helpful when the analysis is made simpler. The choice of semi-conductor devices can also 

be a design variable. Different configurations like half-bridge, full-bridge, series or paralleling of 

devices, multi-level converters etc., can be analyzed and the appropriate choice can be made for 

the application. The type of the MFT, different winding configurations and materials can be 

explored to make a right choice. The proposed converter is designed to inherently implement sub-

field level MPPT but in uneven terrains, the MPPT voltage could be different for each string which 

might require a string pair level MPPT stage. So, a two-stage configuration can also be explored 

with different topology choices for the MPPT stage. In the two-stage approach, the resonant 

converter could be designed to operate at resonance to achieve highest efficiency and power 

density and all the voltage regulation can be handled by the MPPT stage. This would be an 

interesting analysis as there might be a tradeoff unlike what is expected where the voltage variation 

is divided between both the stages and one such design might be more efficient and compact. 
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